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Abstract—Web services are accessed using URLs in a distributed environment. WS WSDL document URLs are manually tabulated and clustered which increases the cost and timing for the developer. This paper introduces a new Clustering of URLs (CU) framework for clustering of bootstrap for web service discovery and clustering them in various domains using transfer, filter, spell check and domain set methods. These methods set them under the specific domain or general category. The CU framework is implemented with a sample URLs. The result shows the efficiency of the clustering of WSDL URLs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays the software developer collects the services without actually writing the code from the heterogeneous environment. Service is a predefined software components with interface are accessed through Uniform Resource Locator (URL). In Service-oriented Architecture (SOA), service is defined by iWeb Service Description Language (WSDL) that supports interoperable operations between different software applications using existing web standard messaging protocol through the internet [1-2]. Web services are common application of SOA. Service Oriented Computing (SOC) is an assumption that is determined by SOA. SOC uses services as the basic concepts to support quick, low-cost, and easy configuration of distributed applications even in mixed environments [3]. Web Services needs less time for developing infrastructure, and computing environment. Web services have four components [4] such as Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), Web Services Description Language (WSDL), Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) and eXtensible Markup Language (XML). Web service is labeled by description of WSDL document using XML that asset endpoints operations and messages containing either document-oriented or procedure-oriented information [5]. Structure of WSDL document describes the non-semantic Web services and the operations that can be performed by certain web service as well as its location.

WSDL document describes five components such as,

- **Types**—XML type that pronounces the data containers used in message exchanges[6-7].
- **Messages**—theoretical representation of the transmitted information contains one or more logical parts. These parts are associated with a type definition [8-10].
- **PortType**—defines a set of abstract operations that can be performed by the Web service and each operation is associated with an input and/or output message [11-13].
- **Binding**—specifies the communication protocol and data format for each operation and message defined in a particular PortType element [14-16].
- **Service**—composite operation that aggregates multiple related Ports or functions.

The user understands the WS operations and descriptions [17-22] through the WSDL URLs which takes much time. Hence WSDL document URLs is considered as an invisible sixth component of WSDL document. The web services developed interfaces with description of text and that is published in UDDI registry or Service Search Engine (SSE). The WS key providers are Amazon, Yahoo and Google. They published their WS through their own websites and also use public registries or brokers. These facilities are utilized for project development. The following are the major issues in the current web service discovery:

- User search the WS using syntactic matching in SSE or UDDI. The result is un-clustered WS which is manually clustered. For instance, searching “wether” in WS may result in a mismatch; when there is no WS with this termor part of vocabulary.
- The WS WSDL document URLs are clustered manually that raises the complexity, mismatch and errors in spelling and meaning in the web services discovery.
- User-intensive clustering WSDL document URLs under specific domain takes much time and cost is better for small number of URLs. The scalability of WS creates complexity in the clustering.

The above issues motivated clustering of WSDL document URLs using clustering method will solve the bottleneck of mismatch in accordance with the keyword. The manual tabulation is converted to clustering under the specific domain. This clustering can help in software development to search and fix the specific services.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The earlier research work and background technology is discussed in section 2 and the framework for clustering the WSDL URLs is elaborated in section 3. Implementation and description of the framework is briefed in section 4 and the result analysis is explained in section 5. Conclusion and future work are provided in section 6.

II. RELATED WORK

Bootstrap is the origin of web service and represented as URL. Bootstrap services discovery and its usability have grown significantly in WS clustering. The existing works and various
technology backgrounds used in the bootstrap service discovery are summarized in this section. This section provides an overview of the bootstrap service discovery proposed by following authors.

Khalid Elgazzar et al [23] developed the Clustering WSDL Documents to Bootstrap the Discovery of Web Services in 2010. They proposed a novel technique to mine WSDL documents and cluster them into functionally similar Web service groups. The application proposed concept for clustering Web services based on function similarity using Word Vector Tool, as a predecessor step to retrieve the relevant Web services for a user request by search engines. The Word Vector Tool is a simple but flexible Java library to create word vector representations of text documents. Word vectors were used for various text processing tasks such as text classification and manual clustering of information retrieval of terms from WS WSDL documents URL [24].

Tingting Liang et al explored the Co-clustering WSDL Documents to Bootstrap Service Discovery in 2014 and explains manual clustering of WS. They proposed a novel approach named WCCluster to simultaneously cluster WSDL documents and the words extracted from them to improve the accuracy of clustering. It poses co-clustering as a bipartite graph partitioning problem, and uses a spectral graph algorithm in which proper singular vectors are utilized as a real relaxation to the Natural Process (NP)-complete graph partitioning problem. WCCluster induces WSDL documents word clustering and it induces word clustering. WCCluster is easy to verify the best word or portion of a word in a specific domain using manual clustering. This takes more time and cost which are avoid through clustering [25].

Jian Wu et al explained the web services discovery using noisy tags, and utilizing tag mining by tag recommendation. They selected experimental data as using real datasets and web service recall 14% in most cases in discovery [26].

Qianhui Liang et al discussed the clustering web services for automatic categorization. The unclassified web services is compared with classified web service using latent inter-relationships among the individual factor [27].

III. FRAMEWORK FOR CLUSTERING WSDL URLS

This section proposes a new framework called Clustering of URLs (CU) framework is set the specific domain for WSDL URLs. This framework splits up the WSDL document URLs from non-WSDL document URLs and stores in different groups. It uses Web Ontology Language – Test Collection (OWL-TC) model which contains collection of 1076 Web Service WSDL document. The CU framework incorporates a method for web services clustering.

OWL-TC model runs the web services in the host through Xamp server. It has plenty of WSDL document URLs. The large number of .WSDL document makes the process harder for web service discovery. The CU framework collects .WSDL extension URLs from Non-WSDL document URLs. It stores the coefficient of the corresponding index value, which counts the number of WSDL URLs in a specific vector sampling. WSDL document URLs have plenty of meaningful words. Transfer and Filter methods extract the meaningful words or error words from WSDL document URLs. Transfer deletes the URLs words, natural language stop words and special characters from the list. Filter removes the file name extensions and numbers. The Spell-check method corrects miss-spelled words by matching WordNet and sets the domain for WSDL URLs; otherwise stays in general category as shown Figure 1.

![Figure 1 – CU Framework](image)

**Algorithm - 1**

**Input:** URLs from any host

**Output:** To set the domain for WSDL_urls

1. Procedure Automatic_Domain_Setting(WSDLs)
2. int µ = 1;
3. for (i = 1 to m)
4. x(i) = urlls
5. if x(i) = [wsdl, WSDL]
6. y(i) = x(i);
7. T and F methods applied on y(j) and extract the words(F)
8. if F = D then
9. y(j)  [sd1, sd2, ..., sdn] \rightarrow D
10. else
11. y(j) Stay in the G
12. endif
13. end if
14. j++;
15. repeat
16. End

i. **Transfer** - applied to n number of WSDL document URL and the words are found and ordered. Stop words(T₁) and special characters(T₂) are eliminated from WSDL document URLs.

\[
T_1 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{stop words Ai such that CAT(Ai)}
\]

\[
T_2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{special characters words Bj such that CAT(Bj)}
\]

CAT - Categories.

Transfer(T) = y(j) – T₁ – T₂ \ldots (1)

ii. **Filter** - removes numbers (F₁) and secondary file names(F₂) provided by the transfer method using equation 2 from the URLs.

\[
F_1 = \sum_{k=1}^{n} [\text{File Extension WordsCs such that CAT(Cs)}]
\]

\[
F_2 = \sum_{k=1}^{n} [\text{Numbers Ds such that CAT(Ds)}]
\]

\[
F = (T) – F_1 – F_2 \ldots (2)
\]

**Spell check and Domain Setting** - Filter words are erroneous is corrected by the spell-checker and stored in the w sd vector; otherwise the unmatched terms are removed from the filtered list. The w sd is matched with WordNet term. This term considered as subdomain sd. Thus, the vector w sd will be replaced by domain term vector d sd where
\[ d_{zd} = \left( df(sd, d_1), ..., df(sd, d_z) \right) \] 

The domain vector with \( z = |D| \) and \( df(sd, d) \) denotes the frequency. Sub domain sd appears in adomain \( d \in D \). All the subdomains enhances the domain. The domain frequency is follows:

\[ df(sd, d) = df\{sd, \{d \in D \mid d \in \text{ref}(sd)\}\} \]  

The sub domain \( sd \) is set the domain \( D \) for WSDL URLs, otherwise it stays in general category. The CU framework aims to improve the execution efficiency by the following two ways:

a. Elimination of redundancy in URL words.

b. Extracted URLs words are rearranged or rewritten. It will help to set the domain name for specific web service that will provide efficient web service discovery.

It is evident that CU should not change the meaning of WSDL document URLs.

### IV. IMPLEMENTATION

This section discusses the application of CU framework.developed using C#. It loads the web service WSDL document URLs from different types of URLs. Transfer method separates the words and removes the stop words and special characters from URLs. For instance the transfer method applied to the following URL

http://127.0.1.1/wsdl/personbicyclewheeledcar_price_servic e.wsdl extracted 7 words and Filter method removed the secondary file name and numbers as (personbicyclewheeledcar, price) within 0.3987ms. The spell-checker corrects and eliminates the words and sets the domain. From the output of the two words, the first word is meaningless from the WordNet and the second word is corrected as price within 0.5837ms. The WSDL document URL has taken 0.9837ms for the entire process. Similarly the remaining URLs are processed and if the URLs are not placed in a domain will stay in the general category. The domain setting is shown in Figure 2. \( tf(t_{sd}, d) \) denotes the number of times subdomain \( t_{sd} \) occurs in domain \( d \). \( df(t_{sd}) \) denotes the number of domain in which \( t_{sd} \) occurs. \( |D| \) denotes the number of Domain.

The standard \( tfidf \) function, defined as:

\[ \text{tfidf}(t_{sd}, d) = tf(t_{sd}, d) \times \log(|D|/df(t_{sd})) \]  

\[ X = (X_1 + X_2 + X_3 + ... + X_4) \]  

Here,

\[ X_1 = \sum_{i=1}^{Z} x_i; X_2 = \sum_{b=1}^{Z} x_b; X_3 = \sum_{c=1}^{Z} x_c; X_4 = \sum_{d=1}^{Z} x_d; \]

\[ X_5 = \sum_{z=1}^{Z} x_z \]

The average computation time taken for clustered the WSDL URLs is calculated as follows

\[ \text{R}_c = \frac{R_1}{R_1 + R_2} \times 100 \]  

From the above analysis the \( \text{R}_c \) value is 78% for \( \text{R}_1 \) and \( \text{R}_2 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains(sd)</th>
<th>Sub Domain(sd)</th>
<th>Sub Domain Cluster Counts (td)</th>
<th>Averaging computation time (AT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economy (412)</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>0.35 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trade</td>
<td>023</td>
<td>0.14 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Car</td>
<td>018</td>
<td>0.18 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health(082)</td>
<td>Care</td>
<td>010</td>
<td>0.12 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diagnostic</td>
<td>019</td>
<td>0.13 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diagnosis</td>
<td>001</td>
<td>0.13 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>017</td>
<td>0.12 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>001</td>
<td>0.34 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emergency</td>
<td>001</td>
<td>0.17 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patient</td>
<td>003</td>
<td>0.18 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medical</td>
<td>024</td>
<td>0.13 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Check</td>
<td>006</td>
<td>0.14 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel(279)</td>
<td>Leo</td>
<td>083</td>
<td>0.12 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>039</td>
<td>0.13 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zip</td>
<td>011</td>
<td>0.13 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City</td>
<td>047</td>
<td>0.12 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>034</td>
<td>0.12 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Municipal</td>
<td>019</td>
<td>0.16 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Town</td>
<td>006</td>
<td>0.12 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National</td>
<td>013</td>
<td>0.12 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surfing</td>
<td>027</td>
<td>0.15 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education(062)</td>
<td>Publication</td>
<td>028</td>
<td>0.12 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>021</td>
<td>0.13 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lecture</td>
<td>012</td>
<td>0.13 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1076-835 (R_c)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Clustering computation time duration

After clustering of WS based on WSDL document URLs, the economic domain is 53%, travel is 31%, health is 9% and education is 7% as shown in Figure 6. The WS developers concentrates two third on travel and economic domains and one third of the WS development is on education and health domains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Travel (31%)</th>
<th>Education (7%)</th>
<th>Economy (53%)</th>
<th>Health (9%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 6 - Clustering the URLs based on percentage
The decision tree learning from incomplete QoS data is used in the WS development in the domain of web services. The research will continue further to concentrate on the business oriented web services rather than the service oriented web services motivated the web service industry. This includes the neutral value of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3. The Recall value is shown in the result analysis bootstrap sampling clustered URLs in the specific domain and time taken. The Recall value is show the WSDL URLs retrieved percentage. Calculated the confidence level DO_1,...,DO_n using clustered WSDL URLs count and the θ values as follows

\[ \hat{\theta} = \left[ \frac{\overline{DO_1}}{\overline{DO_2}} \ldots \frac{\overline{DO_{n-1}}}{\overline{DO_n}} \right] \ldots (9) \]

Here, DO is the Descending Order of the WSDL URLs for each domain value.

\[ DO_1, DO_2, DO_3, DO_4 \] values 412, 279 and 82,62 are taken from Table-3 and apply on equation 9 as follows (confidence 1) \[ \hat{\theta} = \frac{412}{279} = 1.4768 \]

(Confidence 2) \[ \hat{\theta} = \frac{82}{62} = 1.319 \]

Interval for the domain ratio turns out to be 1.4768<1.319<\hat{\theta}(1). This includes the neutral value θ = 1. Economic and travel domain ratios have provided significant development in web services and health and education web services are not concentrated by the developer. This proves that only business oriented web services motivated the web service industry. In this result analysis bootstrap sampling clustered URLs in specific domain and time taken. The Recall value is show the WSDL URLs reterived percentage. Calculated the confidence level DO_1,...,DO_n between domains by using clustered WSDL document URLs count and proves the significant development domains of WS.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper introduced the clustering of WSDL document URLs. This framework applied CU Techniques on WSDL document URLs to remove unwanted words. The remaining words are set as valid domain name; otherwise stay in the general domain. The clustering process is implemented and the result analysis showed how it outperformed. Developers concentrated on the business oriented web services rather than the service oriented web services, because of the revenue to the web service industry. The research will continue further to convert or transform the clustered web services into semantic web services.
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